
Gift your Hotel Guests 
a 5-Star Parking Experience 

A digital solution for hotels 
and hospitality facilities to 
seamlessly manage guest 
parking.

Elevation of customer experience
 
J4H elevates customer experience in hospitality by streamlining 
parking for hotel guests. Through an intuitive and user-friendly 
application hosted in the cloud, parking operators and hotel 
administrators have a real-time complete overview of parking 
operations.

Easy registration of guests
 
J4H facilitates the registration of guests and the issuance of 
Guest Passes in just a few simple steps. The hotel administrator 
has complete autonomy in managing Guest Pass information 
and check-in/out times.  

No expensive hardware integrations
 
J4H outweighs the need for expensive HW integrations and 
intricate network configurations. Hotels enjoy a smart and 
integrated solution directly from their front desk, with flexible 
options to generate Guest Passes.

Unlock a streamlined smart solution tailored 
for your hotel and explore the benefits of 
managing your guest parking with J4H:

J4H is the latest addition to HUB’s ecosystem 
of Digital Solutions. Contact your local sales 
rep to explore them all!
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Easy creation of standard guest passes, access 
policy, and overstay rate, thus simplifying staff 
tasks

Quick access to Guest Pass-related information 
and updates
  
Hotel-specific reporting, providing real-time data 
on revenue and usage patterns
 
Enhanced parking experience for guests, 
contributing to increased customer satisfaction

Full integration with the entire HUB Platform 

Frictionless entry and exit with License Plate 
Recognition or QR code 

Gain access to your pass details by receiving 
them in advance directly to your email
 
Enhanced parking and lodging experience, 
without the worry of searching for a parking spot 

Benefits for parking 
operators and hotel 
administrators: 

Satisfied guests: 

BOOK IN ADVANCE 
offer a Guest Pass complete with license plate 
details and a QR code with the online room 
reservation, allowing guests direct entry 
to the hotel parking upon arrival.

PARK FIRST, CHECK-IN LATER  
transform a temporary ticket into 
a convenient and personalized Guest Pass.

CHECK-IN FIRST, PARK LATER  
upon check-in at the reception, generate 
a Guest Pass valid for the entire stay, then 
print it or send it via email to the guest.

EMPOWER YOUR GUESTS 
WITH DIGITAL PASSES


